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Justice & Human Rights: Kevin Ramirez 

 

Raising your voice in Honduras has a price. For Kevin 

Ramírez and his family it has been running away from 

home to stay alive.  

 

Kevin is a 28 year old community leader and father of 

two from El Listón, a community in the municipality of 

Quimistán, near the Guatemalan border.  

 

Now, they are living far away from their home and protected by Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) precautionary measures. 

 

"Back in 2012, my life was just school, work, mass and nothing else. I was just involved in 

the Church, and I was a faithful member of the conservative National Party”, Kevin tells 

“we had a very aware priest at that time, not like many others or the cardinal, who are for 

sale. He used to tell us that the land was ours and that we must protect it from the danger 

to come".  

 

The priest encouraged Kevin to attend the leadership school developed by Trócaire's 

partner the Jesuit organisation Communication, Research and Research Team (ERIC). 

 

Soon after starting the school he has become a leader against two hydroelectric dams in 

his area.  One in his own community, and another in El Cacao, five-hours walk away.  

 

Businessmen linked to the ruling National Party are behind the project. Both have close 

ties to the local party leader, Juan Ángel Martínez, and the local MP Martha Figueroa.  

 

She holds the seat since 1990 and her son has been mayor of Quimistán for four terms.  

 

"In Quimistán, if you are defending community rights, you are their enemy", says Kevin. 
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The communities Kevin helped to organise stopped the dam in El Listón and are still 

fighting again the one in El Cacao.   

 

"They never consulted with the community, even when we went to the local government 

they only said ‘be careful and mind your own business’", Kevin says.  

 

"These people always promise to bring paved roads, health centres and schools, but 

thanks to our training we realised that it was all hot air."  

 

They try to raise awareness among the communities affected, the same where the 

National Party officers try to buy allegiances with second-hand clothes, toys for children, 

parties, and food.  

 

In the community of Santa Lucía, "The people sold Mother Earth for a 5 lempira (€0.30) 

sandwich, because the party members asked for a signature to get it, and now they use 

these signatures as a sign of approval from the community." 

 

ERIC has supported Kevin in this fight, as Kevin is a marked man. 

 

Juan Ángel Martínez paid a neighbour 15.000 lempira (€400) to kill him. He didn´t do it just 

because he wanted to see the money first.  

 

Also, one of the dam engineers said that Kevin and another community leader were the 

first on a list of people to kill.  

 

On July 28, 2015, Mr Martínez’s brother-in-law and two other men arrived at Kevin’s house 

to kill him. Only Kevin’s wife, Dilcia, and the children were at home. The men threw her on 

the floor, grabbed her by the hair and cut her in the face with a machete. 

 

Kevin arrived next day and found Dilcia trembling in a corner. A few days later Kevin had 

to take her to the hospital, as she was suffering facial paralysis as a result of the stress.  
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They left the community shortly after. It wasn't an easy choice because they left behind 

their livelihood, but thankfully ERIC is supporting them.  

 

Thanks to ERIC, the IACHR dictated precautionary measures on September 28th 2015.  

There are already two arrest warrants issued, but until the police arrest the suspects the 

family is not moving back. The community is hard to reach; there is no mobile phone 

network, and the corresponding police station is two hours away.  

 

After all Kevin has gone through, he is not afraid of the future. "Thanks to ERIC and all the 

people supporting us I don't feel alone, ERIC is the light for my path. Why should I be 

afraid of death? I prefer to die fighting for Mother Earth than listen to my children saying 

‘my dad is living in a good house because he sold his conscience to the big companies’. 

My two sons will inherit an honourable fight.”   

 


